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A new "common sense" is beginning to
emerge within the discipline ot p matology in
which it is once again becoming acceptable to
describ€ monkeys and apes in
anthropomorphic ways. I argue that this
"anthropomorphism' is a natural by-product
ol other human mental capacities such as the
attibution ol intent and rcsponsibility and
propose that it is possible that this
"anthropomorphism" may in fact describe the
intenlions of some primate species quite
accurately. This paper rcviews recent
experimental and theoretical work that has
grappled with intentionality and attribution in
non-human primates and aftempts to ptoduce
more rigorous ways of demonstrating "mind'
in animals. It is suggested that such an
approach olters the promise of establishing a
more "inlormed' anthropomorphism as well
as casting a comparative light upon certain
dimensions of 'social intelligence" in non-
human primates.

lntroductlon

ln an eloquent, but uncompromising
passage, Dawkins (1976) has claimed thal
intelligent lite truly 'comes ol age" atter it
succeeds in discovering lhe reason for its
own exislancs. And as Gallup (1982) has
commentsd, sur€ly much of "the app€al ol
rsligion, psychology, and more recsntly,
socio-biology is rslaled lo lhe qusst for such
a state" (p. 242). Academic disciplines also
appear to go through psriodic strugglas to
obtain a reason for lheir existence. lt is
tempting to sp€culate that this is precisely
because lhey are composed of people who, at
an individual level, are all wrestling with the
same problem. This issue might appear to be
of secondary conc6rn lo lhose empiricists
interested only in the acquisilion of langible
facts, but I would like to suggest otherwiss.

Our conceptions of the goals and purposes of
the disciplines in which we work directly
allect our research slrategies and ultimately
rg-smerge as lhe 'common sense' of our
respeclive fields (ses Toulmin and Goodfiold
[1961] for a particularly enlightoning
trsatment of this issue). The sludy of
primats behavior is c€rtainly not lree lrom
this problem.

Smuts' (1986) recent contribution to
primatology, for example, is more than just a
fascinating study of th€ workings of mals-
famale 'lriendships' in baboons. lt is an
attempt to reformulale the ways in which
primatologists "think' about th€ir subjects.
Her claim that baboon frisndships ar€ 'bost
d€scribsd' (p. 221l. by everyday human
smolions is but one aspsct of this challsnge.
It extends much furthsr: 'My goal is... to
stimulate consideration ol a whole universs
of social interaclion ... which has barely been
acknowladged as a legilimat€ subject of
scientific inquiry' (p. 222\. ln one sense, her
work is a clear call to recreale lhe "common
sense' of primat€ b€havior around emolions
such as ambivalence, llirtation, lrust,
jealousy, aflection, and grief. Smuts is not
alone in this re-evaluation. Kummer (1982),
lor example, in retlecting on the r€c6nt
history of primate field sludies w a s
"impressed by lhs lact that rosearch on non-
human primates has provoked incr€asingly
damanding hypolheses on their mental
capacities, including lheir assessing sach
other as 'social lools' " (p. 113). Yet he also
lelt lhat lhe gap between human and animal
behavior had bsen artificially widened by a
strange application ol parsimony. Other
resgarchers have made similar points
regarding th€ ovsr-simplification ol lhe
undsrlying causas of primate bohavior
(K6hler 1927; Jolly 1972; F€digan 1982;
Chenoy and Seyfarlh 1985; se€ Grilfin
1976), ahhough some have complained that
wo only really seem lo have changed our
minds when it comes lo lalking about
chimpanzees (Byrne and Whilen 1985;
Chauvin and Mucksnsturm-Chauvin 1980). ln
many instancss, field and lab workers alike
are returning to anlhropomorphic
descriptions of primate behavior, in part
becauss their subjects seem so human-liko in
bolh lhsir actions and in their physical
apPearance.
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As a rsaction to anecdotal and
anthropomorphic accounts of animal behavior,
a tradition emerged around the turn of the
century in psychology in which the simplest
available mechanisms became the preferred

explanation for all behavior.l lt is not
srprising to discover that many researchers
have become dissatislied with the inheritance
ot such a restrictive legacy, and find it less
us€ful today than it was in 1900, but the
prcblem that rsmains is one ol attribution.2
Eyen humans, after all, have no direct way of
examining ths purposes and emotions of
anolhsr individual. Language allows us lo
share our inner sxp€riencss with each other,
but the non-varbal attribution ol intent and
responsibility is pervasive (see Harvey and
W€ary 1981) and probably represenls a
natural (but nol inescapable) by-product of
being human. ln othsr words, just by
watching other individuals we constantly
make judgments about how they feel, what
lhey are trying to do, and what they are
thinking. ln th€ context of primate behavior,
Asquith (1984) has made a convincing
argumsnt that dsspita our best efforts, our
descriptions of monkeys and apes will always
bo metaphorical and hencs anthro-
pomorphism is inevitable. For example, when
we write 'The firsl monkey hides from the
second monkey,' ths lerm .hide. is a
m€taphor implying human motivation to ths
animal. But as Harris (1984) has poinled out,
a given statement about a primate cannot flip
back and torth belween being a metaphorical
d€scription and a literal one based only on
what a research€r happens to belieye about
lhe underlying mental world of animals. The
issue at hand is much larger than how
comfortabls we are with anlhropomorphism
in our descriptions ol primate behavior. The
question, posed by several recent
investigators, is, ara the animals we observa
real/y guessing as to ths mental states and
inlenlions of other animals (Gallup 1982,
1983, 1985; Whlten and Byrns .1 98g:
Premack and Woodruff 197g; premack and
Premack 1983; Mitchell 1996) or are we
just protecting our own ways of knowing upon
lhem? ln other words, is this new round of
anlhropomorphism any more justifjed than it
was a hundred years ago?

lf we are to lake thsse questions
seriously lbelievs that we must be prepared
to openly confront lh6 difficulties involved in

determining the intentionality ot primale
behavior. Many behaviorists have argued
lhat anthropomorphic descriptions of animal
behavior are counler-productive because
they assume that 'complex" mechanisms
exist when more 'simplo' ones could be
invoked.3 This paper attampts to dsvelop a
more "s oph ist ic ated' or 'inlormed"
anthropomorphism and lo offer a conceptual
framework for designing critical
expsrimental approaches for studying the
intenlional and attribulional dimsnsions ol the
primats mind.

A Testablo Theory ot Mind?

ln lhe last decade, at least thr6e
major positions have been advanced
concerning the attributional abilities ol
primates. ln 1978, Premack and Woodrull
phrased the problem by asking if the
chimpanzee has a 'theory of mind'. They
especially wantsd to know if chimpanzeos
were capable of imputing msntal states to
thomselves and othsrs. "A system of
inferences of this kind,'they argued, "may
be properly viewsd as a theory because such
stales are not directly observable, and the
system can be used to make predictions about
the behaviors of others' (Pr€mack and
Woodruff 1978: 515). Thoir ing6nious
approach was to allow thair chimpanzee,
Sarah, lo watch videotapes of human actors
struggling to solvs various problems and then
to d€termine if she could corroctly pick still
photographs depicting ths proper solution.
Sarah's corrsct choice on Trial One was
interpreted as demonstrating that,lhe animal
recognized the videotaps as represonting a
problem, underslood the actor,s purpose, and
chose alternatives compatibls with that
purpose" (p. 515). Kohler (j922), ovor 50
years earlier, had hit on the same idea in his
landmark studies of captive chimpanzees. As
he was lrying to leach one ol his less gitted
pupils the "double stick, problem, KOhler
noticed that one of his brightest apes, Sultan,
was watching in frustration:

As Chica absolutely failed to realize
whal was required, I finally gave lhe
two sticks to Sultan in the hopes thal
he would make things cl6ar. He took
the slicks, titted one inlo lhe oth€r,
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and did not himsell appropriate the
fruit, but pushed it... toward Chica...

(Ktthler 1927: 170)

While ho did not extsnd the insight as neatly
as Premack and Woodrulf, K6hler was deeply
impressed by Sultan's actions bscause they
demonstrated that he clsarly saw "tho task to
be carried oul, lrom the standpoint ol the
other animal" lp. 17o\.

Through a careful s€t of controls,
Premack and Woodruff wsrs ablo lo rule out
assoc iation istic oxplanations ol Sarah's
behavior. ln one of the most intsresting of
thess tests, it was determined that Sarah
consistently and u nambig u ous ly chose
correct, relevant solulions for human aclors
that she lik€d, and catastrophic, r€levant
solutions for lhoss actors she slrongly
disliked. Thus, it could not be maintainsd lhat
the chimpanzee was mersly asking what she
would do in a similar situation. lnsiead, il
app6ared more likely that she was
ascsrlaining the purpos6 of the individual
actor and lhen asking, 'Whal would I liks to
sse happen to him or her?" Promack and
Wood ruf f concluded ihal dospit6
behaviorism's sternsst admonishments,
chimpanzees, lik6 most laypeople, a r e
"m€ntalists;' that is, they project mental
slatas to €ach othor and lo humans and are
abl€ lo uso lhis informalion to predict lulura
events.

Gallup (1982, 1983, 1985) has
approached the subject of intentionality lrom
hjs data bass concerning the self-recognilion
capacities ot primates. To date, only
chimpanzees and orangulans have shown
delinilivs evidence lhat they recognize their
imagos in mirrors, despile soms claims to the
conlrary.4 Well over a dozsn species of
monkeys havo boen tesled for self-
recognilion and none has shown any evidence
that they recognize thsir mirror-imagss.
Even after years ol experience and a variety
of techniquss designed to aid th€ monkeys'
elforls, they continue to respond as if they
believg thg image in 'the mirror is another
animal (Suaroz and Gallup 1986) and are
unable to pass formal lests of self-
recognition. Gallup has interpreled sell-
recognition as an indicator of sslf-awarsness.
ln oth€r words, in order to recognize
yoursell in a mirror, you musl first possess

a sense of self (see Gallup 1983). Gallup's
elegant sxperiments would app€ar lo quality
as the first expsrimenlal demonstration ol a
self-concept in non-humans.

Emerging from ovsr a decade of
lruitless eflorts lo demonstrate self-
recognition in monkeys and other animals,
Gallup (1982) proposed a model to account
lor the presence of self- recognition in
chimpanzees, orangutans and humans, and its
abssnca in lhe lesser apes and monkeys. ln
his view, sharsd by Dobzhansky (1975),
self-awarsness js viewed as b e in g

synonymous with the lsrms 'mind" a n d
"consciousness." All ol these rather vague
terms are labels for the ability of a n
organism "to bacome tho objsct of its own
attenlion" (Gallup 1982: 2421. ln othar
words, while many animals may have leelings
such as hunger and anger which prompt their
b€havior, only those lhat are self-aware
have lhe ability lo r€flocl upon and
diflerentiate botween thos€ states. Based
upon ths apparent lailure ol mosl animals to
understand the sp€cial significance of
mirrored intormation about th6mselves,
Gallup (1987) bslieves that self-awar€nBss
may b€ an oxtremoly rare phenomenon. He is
also inclinsd to se€ solt-recognition as tho
sine qua non of self-awaron€ss. Thus, in his
view, any self-aware organism that is
capabl€ ot visually discriminating between
individuals should show signs of sell-
rscog nition.

Gallup has argusd that one of the
unique by-products of self-awareness is the
attribution ol intention and mental states to
othors. Onc€ an animal is in th6 business of
reflecting upon its own existence a n d
monitoring its own inlentions and smotions, it
may find ilself in a posilion to assume that
lhoso around it share lhe sams capacities
(Gallup 19S3). ln lheory, it is possible to
compile a list of behaviors (for example,
gratituds, grudging, empathy, sym path y,
attribution of responsibility and intent,
inlentional decaplion) that require an
organism lo attribute mental statas to others
and then look for animals that s h o w
convincing examples ol them. Gallup (1982,
1983, 1985) has offered somo critoria for
distinguishing between 'mindless" and "self-
aware" inslances of the abov€ behaviors, but
has argued that while anecdotal accounts may
be suggestivo, lhey aro certainly insufficient.
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Such a quest for mind would require
demonslrating that an animal typlcally
engaged in many of the above behaviors, but
even more importantly, it would require
demonstraling such behaviors in rigorous
exp€rimental tests sxplicitly designed to shed
lighl upon the attributional capacities of ths
animals in question (Gallup, personal
communication, 1986).

Gallup's model has been implicitly
challsngsd recently by Whilen and Byrne
(1988), who argue that many of the species
of primates are capable of acling as "nalural
psychologisls." Through a formal survey ol
primatologists, they have compilsd an
extensive list ol anscdotal accounts ot
intentional deceptlon by monkeys and apes. ln
their view, 'tactical deception' refers lo an
ability for an organism to intentionally lake
an 'honest" act from its normal context and
use it in such a way as to mislead familiar
and unfamiliar animals. Their suryey reveals
an interssting invenlory ol examples of whal
may or may nol be interpreted as tntenttonal
d€ception on the part ol a wide array of non-
human primatos, especially chimpanzees and
corcopithecines (e.g-, baboons). They believe
that by formalizing anecdotal accounts of
deception we can begin to understand what an
animal with devious intent (the 'agent') must
know about the psychological stales of the
animal it is attempting to deceive.

Whilen and Byrna contend that dus to
the agenda ol chimpanzee researchers to
date, it has become raspsclable to speak ol
intenlional dsception by chimpanzees but not
by olher primates (Whiten and Byrne 1988;
see Wrangham 1977; dewaal 1982, 1986;
Woodruff and Premack 1979; Goodall et a/.
1979). As they put it:

Chimpanzees are described as
mastars of social deception ... but at
presenl ons cannot be sure whether
their uniqueness li€s in their mental
abililies or in tho ease with which
human observers perceive subtle and
complex behavior in a species so
closely related lo themselves.

(Byrne and Whilen 1985: 672)

Their point is well-taken, especially when one
considors lhe lack of experimental ettorts to
look for intentionality in primat€s othsr than
chimpanzees (for an exception see Silverman

1986; Mason and Hollis '1962). lniereslingly,
however, Whiten and Byrne ( 1 988) imply
that experimenlal techniques are not
necsssary for the ultimale resolution of this
queslion and that repeated anecdolal reports,
il scrupulously d€scribed and recorded, may
be sufficient. They argue that il we pay
carelul attention to the sxtent to which lhe
agent adjusts its deceptive behavior to
account lor the changing behavior of the
animal being deceived, th€n we will be
successful in characterizing them as "natural
psychologists.' Following Cheney, Seyfarth
and Smuls (1986). they have attempted to
turn the traditional laboralory vs. field
debate on its head by noting that to date the
most convincing examples ol deception in
non-human primatss have come from field
studies, not from animals in captivity (Whilen
and Byrne 1988). Placing the validily of this
claim aside for the momenl, it is clear lhat
what surfaces from their paper is a much
broader queslion lhan whether or nol
primales engage in deception. Whal lhey are
really inlerested in is whelher or not lhe
animals are guessing about each others'
mental experiences -- as they put it, 'mind-
read ing'.

What Mlght Qualily as Evidence ot
Mind?

There can bs no doubt that many non-
human primates manipulate each other as
'social tools' (Kummer 1982; Bachmann and
Kummer 1980; Smuts 1986; Cheney,
Sayfarlh and Smuts 1986; dewaal 1982).
However, what we mean by "manipulate" is
the heart ot lhe current problem. As noted
above, Asquith (1984) has suggested that
such anthropomorphism may be an inevitable
part of our language. Thus, in one sense, it is
possible to view callup's (1982, 1983) call
lor a "comparative psychology of mind* as an
atlempt to discover when our
anthropomorphic descriptions of primates are
melaphors and when they roflect reality. To
date there has been no such comparative
investigation of attribution and intenlion in
non-human primates. As impliod earlier, one
reason for this has been that until recently it
may have appeared that there were only two
alternatives when it cams to lhese issues.
The tirst was to disregard the possibility of
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alternatives when it came to these issues.
The lirst was to disregard the possibility of
intention in animals and the second was to
sink into the mire of anthropomorphic
description. Thers has been an historic
tendency either lo lump all animals togelher
and assume that th€y share id€nlical
cognitive capacities, or to extend the
differences between humans and animals to
chasm-like proportions. But an evolulionary
perspective would certainly lead us to doubt
either extreme (see Goldman-Bakic and
Preuss 1988). lt is likely that phyletic
differences between species do exist and
reflect aspscts ol their divergent
evolutionary histories. What I propose below
are a variely of sxperimental approaches
that might bs able lo offer evidence as to
whelher or not animals are taking into
account the purposes (intentions), knowlsdge,
and emotional states of others. ln particular,
it will bo necessary lo distinguish betwsen
intentional b€haviors and those that have been
'shaped' by rasponse-roward contingencies
(Rumbaugh and Pate 1984; Promack 1986;
K6hler 1927; for an sarlier perspective, see
Garner '1900).

Uslng Your Own Experisncs to Model
the Experlence of Others

One of ths most interesting leaturss
to arise from current discussions about
"mind" is the possibility lhat primates might
be using thsir own experionces to make
inferencss about the probable experiences ol
olhers (Gallup 1985; Whiten and Byrne
1988). How might we provide convincing
evidence lor such an ability? One rather
direct way would be to give an animal
experience with various lorms of sensory
obstructions (for example, blindfolds or
earmuffs) and then see il it responds
appropriately on its initial encounter with
others that are similarly obstrucled (Gallup
'1988). The idea here is to determine if an

animal is able to use its own knowledgs of

how these obstructions aflect itself to

understand what olher individuals ars
experiencing under similar cond itions.
Premack and Premack (1983) have reported

lhat at least some chimpanzees responded to

blindtolded trainers by removing the
blindfolds before enlisting their help on a task

which required lhs trainer to be abls lo s€€.
Howevor, becauso this test was not
motivated by the pressnt lheoretical modol,
proper controls were not run and so the data
are merely suggestive. Mason and Hollis
(1962), asking an ontirsly difler€nt quostion,
have provided indirect gvidenco that rh€sus
monkoys (Macaca mulattal, on lhe other
hand, may not be able to model the visual
obstruction ol othars. Another possibility
suggosted by Gallup (1988) could involve
auditory obstruction. First, an animal could
bs taught lo vocalizo lor food. Nsxt, afl€r
giving it experiencs with earmuffs, wo would
want to know il lhe animal would alter the
intensity of its vocalizations tor tood
dep€nding on whslher or not the oxperimenler
was wearing earmulls. Th€se tests could b€
altersd in a variely of dittsront ways and
ideally should be cross-validated by using a
couple of diflsrent procodur€s {or each
sensory modality. I would predict that
animals which are typically using their own
expariencas to understand the experienc€s of

others would show a high degree ol transfeF
betwaen such tasks. On the othsr hand, lhos€
animals lhat ara incapabls ol making such
inferences would need exlensive lraining on
each now task in order lo p€rlorm
adequately.

Attrlbutlon of Responslblllly

By th6 ago ot six, mosl human
children clearly attribute blamo based on lhe
perceived intentionalily of tho actor (see
Armsby 1971). ln ord€r to judgo wh€ther
someone should be blamed for an act, w€
musl tirst decide whsther tho act was
"accidenlal" or "on purpose'. This finding
can lead us lo a series of tests that might
reveal the attribution of resPonsibility by
non-human primales. Ons experimsntal
design mighl be to have subjocls watch
videolapes ol two differsnt actors, both of
whom are shown sharing food with other
individuals. Howev€r, one actor might b€

shown 'accidentally' dropping food and
thereby not being abla to share, wh€rsas lh6
other actor might be shown 'intenlionally"
throwing it away from olhers. The qu€stion

is, when later given a choice, will tho subiect
prefer to work with the aclor who failed to
share'by accidenl' rather than the one who
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tailed to sharo "on purpose?" The human data
on lhis issue clearly show that people assign
less blame and react much more favorably lo
individuals that they believe have done
annoying things becauso they had no control
over their actions (ses Burnstein and Worchel
1962). I would predict that animals with an
intentional system would prefor to work with
aclors lhat they perceived to hav6 'good' or
'co-operative' intsntions as opposed to those
that displayod "bad' or "sellish" intentions.
Such a basic paradigm opens up an entire
range of possibilities lor exploring the
attribution of responsibility.

Attributlon ol lntenl

Premack and Woodruff's (1978)
problem-solving tasks (described above) have
been intarpreted both as evidence that
chimpanze€s attribute intentions to othsrs
(Pr€mack and Premack 1983) and moro
generally as evidancs ol "mind' (Gallup
1982, 1 983). While inleresting, thsre needs
to be an exhaustivo attempt lo demonstrate
the same capacity in monkeys, lor at prssent
we have no information about potential
phylogenelic differences betwsen various
primale specios. Gallup, for axample, has
predlcted that if his ideas on the amergence
ol mind are corrsct, and if there is a
nec€ssary connsction betwegn self-
recognition, self-awargness and
introspsctively based behaviors, th€ n
monkeys should lail such tasks. Untjl ther€ is
a careful examination of the abilities of
primates other than chimpanzees on these
tssts, it will be impossible to evaluate
theories that strive to link classes of
atlribution and intention to overt behavior.6

lnlentlonal Dec6ptlon

Examining deception is a particularly
stlcky issue, primarily because gathering
non-anecdotal data requires torcing animals
into repeatable situations that involve
considerable prior training (Dennett j98g).
By ilself, this would not be objectionable, as
long as transfer tests could be designed to
glucidate lhe same information in a novel
siluation. The difficully is lhat deceplion is

exlremely problem-specif ic. Thus, sxp€cting
transler across differing sxperims ntal
designs is perhaps somewhat naive, evon
with human subjocts. However, conlrary to
the argumsnts of Whiten and Byrns (1988),
the problem is only magnified by accepting
field data as definitive evidsnco for
intentional doception. As Milchell (1986) has
pointed out, while many animals may be
capable of learning to doceivs each other,
these instances may very well be based upon
much simpler rules than seltplanning. For
example, stimulus-response mechanisms
could explain instancss of decaption such that
an animal would simply repaat any behavior
that has had certain beneficial outcomes in
lhe past. Such rules need not require animals
to be acting as'natural psychologisls" at all.
Mitchell (1986) has convincingly argued that
if we do not know the prior histories of the
subjects, we cannot disenlangls "self-
programmed" deceplivo acts lrom onss
deriv€d lrom association, such as 'simpl€"
trial and error and imitation learning.

One place to bagin, however, would
be to altempt to r€plicate lhe deception
experiments by Woodruff and Premack
(1979) wilh monkeys. Several deliciencies
in their prolocol have been outlinsd and thsse
could easily be rem€died (sse euiatt 1994).
Another approach would bs to discover if
animals are capable of undsrstanding lhal
they are being decaivod. ln such a lest an
animal would watch videolapes previously
recorded ol itself solving some simple
problem.T The tapos could b€ filmed to
disclose aspects of the problem of which the
animal was not praviously awars. ln
particular lhsy could reveal another animal
or person choating on the task, thereby
preventing the animal lrom obtaining much of
a reward. ls the animal able to und€rstand
that she or he is being dec€ivad? Will lhe
individual alter its behavior in the future lo
account for this new knowledge? Additional
inlriguing tasks have been suggested lor
chimpanzees by deWaal (.1996; sse also
Kithler 1927), but due to the intoractive
nature of such tesls, obtaining a comparable
sample with monkeys might be ditficult.

Empathy
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Another area for future research
would be an attempt to discern whother or
not animals are capable of empathy. Empathy
is perhaps one of the clearest cases wher€
humans "put themselvgs into another's shoes'
and sympathize because lhey can imagine
what it would be like to be lhat olher person.

Gallup (1985) has highlighted the importance
ol empathy in any theory of mind which
posits lhe importance of organisms modeling
the experiences of others. When we see a
person in distress we empathlze becauso we
can imagine what we havo felt like in similar
situations. ln studying empathy in children,
researchers have presented slides showing
other children in situations likely to arouse
happiness, sadness, anger, or lear (Feshbach
and Rose 1968). This technique could be
modified to be applied to non-human primates,

and viewing time preference as well as the
application of recent work with heart rate
indices in chimpanzees (Berntson and Boysen
1984, 1987; Boysen and Berntson 1985,
1986), could be used to assess empathetic
responses. (There is precedent for such
work with humans; s€e Krebs 1975.)
Animals with the capacity for empathy might
show a strong avoidance of slides that
showed others in distressing situations and
might react by increasing their heart rates.
Animals incapable of €mpathy might show no
such distinction between slides. Carefully
designed control slides could be presented to
€nsure lhat tha animal's responses were not
due to simple associalive learning.

Co nc lu sio n

Savaga-Rumbaug h (1986) has
recently complained that while few
laboratory investigators have asked whether
or not animals possess the capabilities
described in this paper, "awareness and
intentionality ars readily attributed to
animals in the field by both biologists and

anlhropologists" (p. 134). Who then shall lay

claim to those aspects ol Primate
intelligence, the lab or the field worker?
Beginning with Nissen's (1932) pioneering
field sludy ol lhe chimpanzee, both lab and

field investigators have often been somewhat
perplexed by the discrepancy between the
remarkable mental faculties displayed by
primates in captivity and their seemingly

'undemanding' lif6 in lh€ wild (Desmond
1978; see Nisson 1932 for a particularly
interesting discussion). Cheney, S€yfarth
and Smuts (1986) have recsntly added a
twist to this rscurront thema by claiming
thal field studies ars now b€ginning to reveal
the truly "intelligent* social dimension ol th€
primate mind. While lhis may bo indisputable,
field studies are not designod to rigorously
test for particular attributional qualities in
primales, and only dimly off€r the promise ol
doing so in lhe futuro. The queslion of who
shall wrestla away with a monopoly on ths
search for lhe evolution ol primate
intelligence, then, is clearly a lalse one. Bolh
branches of primatology can continus to
serve a uselul purpose by promPting th€
development hypothsses lor each other lo
test.

It is important not to overlook a final,
curious fealurs of S avage-R u mbaug h's
(1986) complaint. She has quits correctly
noticed that biologists and anthropologists
attribute the attribution of intent lo tho
animals they study. Why is this so? Asquith
(1984) has argusd that it is ths nature ol our
language that forces us to do lhis. Gallup
(1985), on the other hand, bslievss that such
a tendency is a logical and perfectly
understandable cons6quence of the emergonc€
of self-awareness. Both are probably
correct. To ons dsgrss or anolher,
experimental social psychologists have been
dealing with these issues in humans lor
d6cades. The challenge now is lo cast a
comparative light upon lhess elusive aspects
of social intelligence. ln doing so we may yet
discov6r real phylogenetic differences within
lhe order Primates and perhaps evan develop
a more 'informsd' outlook on ths Problems of
anth ropomorph ism.
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Endnotes

1 The strict application of parsimony (or
Occam's razor) in animal behavior is most
clearly associated with "Morgan's Canon" or
'Law of Parsimony'. Morgan (1896) argued
that, 'ln no case may we interpret an action
as the out com [sic] of the exercise of a
higher psychical faculty if it can be
interpreted as the outcome of one which
stands lower in lhe psychological scale". His
"canon' was issued in direct response to
anthropomorphic explanations of animal
behavior that were widespread among animal
behaviorists at that point in time.

2 Attribution theory attempts to understand
how people 'perceive and explain the actions
of others' (Harvey and Weary 1981: 5).
More generally, attribution theory is
concerned with *How one person thinks and
feels about another person, what one expects
another to do or think, how one reacts lo the
actions of another. (Harvey and Weary 1981:
s).

3 Some behaviorists would see my use of lhe
term 'anlhropomorphic" as too general and
might be comfortable talking about specific
emotions in animals, such as fear, hunger and
anger, after appropriate categories for
describing those emotions have been created.
While applying such terms to animals may or
may not be anthropomorphic, in this paper I

limit discussion of anthropomorphism to
behaviors that have an intentional or
attributional dimension.

4 The gorilla appears to be something of an
anomaly. Three independent researchers
have failed to find evidence of self-
recognition in captive, lowland gorillas, but F.
Patterson seems lo have convincing evidence
for her gorilla, reared in an "enriched"
environment as pat of an ape-language
experiment (see Povinelli t 9B7).

5 The concept of transfer refers to an
animal's ability to use the information it has
gained on previous tasks to solve new ones

after the stimulus conditions have been
changed or reversed (Rumbaugh and Pate
1984). Of particular importance in the
context of this paper would be to see transfer
across simpler, associative cues.

6 An important advantage of Premack and
Woodruff's (1978) design is its flexibility.
The "problems" to bs solved by the human (or
even simian) actors could be readily modified
to suit a given animal's previous history.
ldeally, such tasks would involve simple
problems that the animals were familiar with
in a broad sense, although it might be
necessary to limit their familiarity to
observalional learning alone (Premack and
Woodruff 1978).

7 Given that monkeys are incapable of
recognizing themselves in mirrors, this
procedure would have to be redesigned for
use with them.
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